
A NOTE ON ELASTIC IMPACT 'TIME DETERMINATIuN 
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In 1ni113y priictic:~I 111 obIc111\, q., pile driving, high specd shea~.i~ig, high 
euelyy rt~tc I'orminy, 111~!11~i'i~ct~iring with dl-op IIIIII~IUCIS, ck . ,  i l  i~ IleCeS- 
saly tu dclcrmilic the impact time which form a part or the cycle time of 
operation. The principles of stress wave propagatioli through solids p~uvide 
a ligorcrur analyhis of itnp;lct phenomena whcrcfrom impact time can be 
dc~crniincti. Gcncrally the bodies that trndcrgo impact in the aibrcmcntioncd 
problcrns arc coniplicated in shapc and are difficult to be I-igorously anal~sed. 
An alternative method to  determine impact time to a first degrec of approxi- 
mation is proposed here. The method can be easily applied cven to cam 
involvin:: complicated shape and/or loading wlxere application of the stress 
wave theory is not so simple. 

As an illustration four cases are discussed in this note. The first three 
are of a standard nature; results are compared with those of tile rigorous 
analysis. The lasl case is a special application for which thcre is no rig@ 
rous :uinlysis available; comparison wit11 experimenial resuits are made. 
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A = area of cross-section ; 

= velocity of longitudinal stress waves ; 

E = Young's modulus of a material; 

= mass; 
K, k spring Stiffness ; 

r s mass ratio = m,/mz ; 
= mass density; 

t = time; 

W =weight; 

u = circular frequency of vibrations ; 
v = velocity; 

x = Cartesian co-ordinate x. 

Impact time over which two impact elements remain in contact has 
generally two distinct phases for all elastic impacts. The distance between 
the two centres of gravity gradually reduces over a phase known as 'approach' 
period and then increases over a later phase known as 'recovery ' period. 

In the proposed method the impact process is visualised to take place 
with masses of the bodies concentcated at their centres of gravity and their 
relative motion being restrained by a massless 'bar spring ' whose stifiess 
is fully determined by their configuration and material properties between 
their centres of gravity. The ' bar spring ' gets compiessed ovcr the 
'approach' period and thls compression is relieved during the 'recovery ' 
period. The termination of contact is characterised by no compression 
in the ' bax spiing ' and a separating relative velocity between the two 
bodies. 

To determine stiffness Keq (Fig. 1)  of this 'bar spring' the portion 
between the plane of contact and the centre of gravity of each of the body 
is divided into number of segments each of which is represented by a spring. 
The nature of coupling among these springs are taken mto account to 
obtain Gq. Referred to F J ~ .  1 (a) a l ~ d  (c) 
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FIG. 1. A general scheme of impact. 
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where k,,, k,, etc. are the stiffnesses corresponding to. the segments I,,, I,, 
etc. respectively as shown in Fig. 1. 

This scheme of analysis thus calk for representing each impact element 
by a rigid m3ss attached to two massless springs (Fig. 1 b). The magnitude 
of the rigid mass is equal to that of the impact element and is placed at  its 
centre of gravity. The stiffness of the two springs are determined by the 
body geometry and material property between its centre of gravity and the 
respective ends. Consequently Kll, Kl,, K,, and K,, are also determined 
from a relation of the type (1). That is 

It may be noted that 

For the orientation, as shown in Fig. 1, the springs pf stiffiess Kl, and 
K,, need not be included in the equivalent system. So they are disregqrded 
in Fig. 1 (c). 

In general, impact time ti is determined in four steps : (i).determine the 
'bar spring ' stiffness Keg, (ii) solve equations of motion of the equivalent 
system, (iii) obtain an equation in time t by applying the condition that, 
at the instant of separation, there is no compression in the equivalent 
spring KeQ, and (iv) solve the equation, obtained in the previous step, for a 
root which also satisfies the separating relative velacity conditions. These 
steps are illustrated in what follows. 

For the case shown in Fig. 1 the equation of motion of the two bodips 
are 

dax, 
-fi = $. K ~ Q  (XI - X Z )  l2 b) 

"here nl and x, ale two local co~sdinates, 



The relative motion n = x, - x, is then given by 

where 

The solution of this equation can be written as 

x = x,, sm wt 

xm,, = maximum compression of the spring Keq 

For x = 0, t = 0, n/o, &/(LI . . . . It can be shown that t = m / w  satisfies 
the sepaiating relative velocity condition. Because at t = x/w, 

dx/dt = - wx,,. Therefore, the impact time t i  = v / w .  

For this example the approach occurs during the first half of the contact 
period followed by the recovery in the second half. The spring Kep gets 
compressed during the former stage and this compression is gradually 
relieved during the latter. The gradual recovery finally leads to loss of 
contact between the two bodies and hence the end of impact. 

From the known relative motion, motion of each body can then be 
determined from equations (2 a) and (2 b). 

For rhe impact of a bar of uniform cross-section A and length I against 
a rigid surface the 'bar spring ' corresponds to a bar of cross-section A and 
length 112. Therefore Keq - AE (1/2)-1. Since mass meq = m = Alp 
impact time t i  = 1 . I  1 (21ja). 

Likewise for the impact of two identical bars of uniform cross-section 
A and length 2 the 'bar spring' corresponds to a bar of cross-section A 
a d  h g t h  I. Therefore, K,, = AEiI. Since meq = 4 2  = &/2, in ,M 
W, impact time t i  = 1.11 (211~). In e2ch of these two cases there 1s a 
differme of about 11% with the result of stress wave theory. 
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~t is possible to determine impact time when motion of thc impact 
elements are restrained, and/or, when constant or time dependent forces 
act on them du~ing impact. Under such circumstances the sp:ings K, 
and &, (Fig. 1 b) may have to be included in the equivalent system. 
However, impact time determination steps remain unaltered. 

An example which belongs to the category of retrained motion is the 
well known case of impact of a ~igid  mass against a built-in bar. Referred 
to Figs. 1 and 2, K,,= K,,= 0 and Keg = Kz,= 2 AEIZ = K,,. On analysis 

0 5 10 r 
FIG. 2. Impact of a rigid mass against a bnilt-in bar-comparison of impact time. 

along the similar lines as given in the previous case, it is found that impact 
time t ,  is a root of the transcendental equation 

"d what satisfies the separating relative velocity condition, dxrldt < dxddl. 
Note that, in the above equation, ~2 = AE/(m,Z) and r = m,/m,. 

h ~ a c t  time ti va+tion with mass ratio r is compared with the results 
a f % . t ~ u ~  theory 11-41 in Fig. 2. Note that T T 221ja, i.e., the.time taken 
by IW$tudinal stress waves to travel back and forth once through the bar. 

for mass ratios less than 1.5 the correlation is good. 



Analysis was done for a case of the lype shown in Fig. 1 when there 
is a constant force P, acting on the impacting body in the dircctioll of its 
motion. As there is n o  ,igorotts analysis available for such a case 
theoretical impact time predictions ale experimentally verified. 

The equations of motion of the two bodies arc 

The relative motion is then given by 

$$- w 2  x = P / ~ T I ,  

where 

w' = Ke4nzlm$(ml $- m,). 

The solution of equation (4 c) can be writtcn as 

Trnpact time is then determined using the condition that, at the instant 
bf separation, x = 0, and d.~/rlt < 0. Impact time so obtained can be 
written in the following ibrm 

where 

st.,, = impacting velocity. 

This problem was studied in connection with the dynamics of hi& 
sp& sheaiing process. The impact elements arc the platen of the rnackine 

.and the moving tool. Experimental details are I-eported elscwhme IS) 

Impact time was measured by a standard contact circuit [6] 0perab.f 
:hetween the platen and the moving tool. This contact circuit is capable of 
poclucing two distinct voltage signals one correqmnding to contact bti- 

.ween the two bodies and the other corresponding to n o  contact h e m  
them. The. duration of thc voltage signals correspondi~g tg .cO@?Gt 
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between the two bodies therefore gives iml>act lime directly. A record of 
impact time is shown in Fig. 3. Experimentally impact limes were found 
to have good reproducibility. 

FIG. 3 .  A record of cnperimental impact tune. 

Theoretical impact time calculations are based on equation (4 e). 
?'he spring stiffiesses K,, and K,, (Fig. I )  were calculated for the existing 
geometY of the plate (tn,) and the moving tool (m,) using equation (1 b). 

moduli of elasticity used in such calculations are given in Table .I. 
axial load P and the corresponding impacting velocity v,, that are n e m -  ' 
for impact time calculation are also given in the same table. 

Theoretical and experimental impact time are compared in Table T. 
. . 

. nrnretical[y, the effect of force P and ihc impxiing velocity V I I  on 
ImpKt time ti i s  negligible. Expeiilnental obsavations substantiate the effect. 
TBadiffwnm between experimental and theoretical values are of the order 
of 1043%. 



Cornparison oj  tieoretical and experimental i~npact time 

Weight of impacting body W, (Fig. 1)  - 69.8 kg 

Weight of impacted body W, = 12-06 kg 

Spring stifFness K,, = 11.9 X 10%g/cm 

Spring stiffness = 8.5 X 10% kg/cm 

Elastic Moduli E, = E, = 2.1 x 1 O6 kg/cm9 

Impact time, t i  (nlsec) 
Force Velocity - _____-- 
'(kg) vll(m'sec) Theoretical Experimen?al 

The proposed method provides a simplified picture of the mechanism of 
impact phenomenon whereby elastic impact time is easily determined. l'he 
method can be easily appl~ed to practical situations which often involve 
complicated geometric shape and/or constant or time dependent forces 

For the three standard cases a difference of about 11% is observed 
with the results of rigorous theory. For the special case considaed, a 
difference of 10-1 3% with experimental values is noted. 

The method can be used for the study of temporal motion of the imp& 
elements with the same order of accuracy. 
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